
A
s the fruit of the Multimedia Age comes to bare, the
question of how such information might be effective-
ly harvested, archived and analyzed, remains a monu-
mental challenge facing today’s research community.

The processing of such information, however, is often fraught
with the need for conceptual interpretation; a relatively simple
task for humans, yet arduous for computers. In attempting to
handle oppressive volumes of information becoming readily
accessible within consumer and industrial sectors, some level of
automation remains a highly desired goal. 

To achieve such a goal requires computational systems that
exhibit some degree of intelligence in terms of being able to
formulate their own models of the data in question with little
or no user intervention. Such systems must be able to maintain
basic decisions about what information is actually important and

what is not. In effect, like the human, the system must be able
to discover characteristic properties from within the data in some
appropriate manner. This process is known as Unsupervised
Learning—sometimes referred to as Clustering or Unsupervised
Pattern Classification—an essentially pure form of Data Mining. 

Computational technologies based on Artificial Neural
Networks have been the focus for much research into the
problem of unsupervised learning; in particular, network archi-
tectures that are based on principles of Self-Organization. Such
principles are, in many ways, centered on Turing’s initial
observation in 1952 [1], namely that global order can arise from
local interactions. Receiving much neurobiological support, such
mechanisms are believed to be fundamental to the organization
that takes place in the human brain. 

In this article, we explore a new family of neural network
architectures that have a basis in self organization, yet are
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somewhat free from many of the constraints typical of other
well-known self-organizing architectures. Within this family, the
basic processing unit is known as the Self-Organizing Tree Map
(SOTM). We will look at how this model has evolved since its
inception in 1995, how it has inspired new models, and how it is
being applied to complex multimedia research problems in Digi-
tal Asset Management & Microbiological Image Analysis.

I. Unsupervised Learning and Self Organization
The goal of Unsupervised Learning is to essentially formulate
or discover significant patterns or features in a given set of data,
without the guidance of a teacher. The patterns are usually
stored as a set of prototypes or clusters: representations or
groupings of similar data. 

In describing an unknown set of data, such techniques find
much application across a wide range of industries, particularly in
bioinformatics (clustering of genetic data, protein structure analy-
sis), image processing (segmentation, image retrieval), and other
applications that warrant a significant need for data mining.

Unsupervised Learning & Self-Organization are inherently
related. In general, self-organizing systems are typified by the
union of local interactions and competition over some limited resource.
In his book [2], Haykin identifies four major principles of self-
organization (see Figure 1):
❏ Synaptic Self-Amplification
❏ Synaptic Competition
❏ Co-operation
❏ Knowledge through Redundancy

A. Synaptic Self-Amplification and Competition
The first principle of self organization is expressed through

Hebb’s postulate of learning [3], which is supported by neuro-
biological evidence. This states that (on the cellular level) when
two cells are within significant proximity enabling one to excite
another, and furthermore, do so persistently, some form of
physiological/metabolic growth process results. This process
works to enhance the firing cell’s efficiency in triggering the
second cell. In other words (in neural network terms), a synap-
tic path evolves and strengthens between the two neurons
(memory cells), so that future associations occur much more
readily. This action of strengthening the association between
two nodes functions as a correlation between their two states.

Typically, the Hebbian learning rule that ensues from this
principle would eventually drive synapses into saturation were it
not for the second principle, wherein some competition occurs for
limited resources. These properties combined, have led to the
modified Hebbian adaptive rule, as proposed by Kohonen [4]:

�wk∗ = αϕ(k∗, xi)[xi − wk∗], (1)

where wk∗ is the synaptic weight vector of the winning neuron
k∗ (see below), α is the learning rate, and some scalar
response ϕϕϕ(·) to the firing of neuron k∗ (activation).

The activation function ϕ(·) is the result of the second
principle (competition). Neurons generally compete to see
which is most representative of a given input pattern presented
to the network. Some form of discriminative function oversees
this process (for example, choosing a neuron as a winner if its
synaptic vector minimizes Euclidean distance over the set of all
neurons). This process is often termed Competitive Learning.

B. Co-Operation
Hebb’s postulate is also suggestive of the lateral or associative
aspect to the way knowledge is then captured in the network,
i.e., not just through the winner, but also through nearby neurons
in the output layer. This property is generally implemented in
self-organizing architectures by virtue of the way in which nodes
are interconnected. Often the strength of connection is not con-
sidered, but rather a simple link functions as an indicator of
which other nodes in the network will more readily be associated
with a winning node. Thus a local neighborhood is defined, and
it is through this that knowledge may be imparted. Local adapta-
tion usually follows the simple Kohonen update rule, whereby a
portion of information is learned by the winning node, with
neighboring nodes extracting lesser portions from the same input.

C. Knowledge Through Redundancy
Although not explicitly encoded, the final principle of self-
organization implicitly results from the action of the first
three. When exposed, any order or structure inherent within
a series of activation patterns represents redundant informa-
tion that is ultimately encoded by the network as knowl-
edge. In other words, the network will evolve such that
similar patterns will be captured and encoded by similar out-
put nodes, while neighboring nodes organize themselves
according to these dominant redundancies, each in turn

FIGURE 1 The four principles of self-organization—work to filter and
encode the redundant (ordered/structured patterns from a set of
input data).
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focusing on and encoding lesser redundant patterns across
the input space. 

D. The Kohonen Self-Organizing Map (SOM)
Architectures such as Kohonen’s Self-Organizing Map (SOM)
[4] represent one of the most fundamental realizations of these
principles, and as such have been the foundation for much
research in data mining.

Associative connections linking prototypes within SOM-
based clustering algorithms are generally responsible for their
innate ability to infer an ordered or topologically-preserved map-
ping of the underlying data space. Associations among nodes
are advantageous as they help guide the evolution of such net-
works, and may also assist in formulating post-processing
strategies or for extracting higher-level properties of any clus-
ters discovered (e.g., inter-cluster relationships). This type of
property is often used for the visualization of high-dimension-
al data—where multivariate data (of dimension greater than 3)
is mapped onto a two-dimensional grid such as the lattice of a
SOM. Since topology is preserved, neighboring nodes in the
lattice are often representative of related properties in the
original data [5].

In typical SOM-based approaches, topology is imposed rather
than inferred (via a fixed predefined lattice of nodes). Unsuper-
vised learning, however, is ill-posed: the nature of the underlying
data is unknown, thus it is difficult to infer what an appropriate
number of classes might be, or how they should be related. 

Dynamically generating self-organizing networks attempt to
address this issue by formulating a set of dynamic associations
as they grow to represent the data space. 

II. Dynamic Architectures for Self-Organization
Among the many proposed dynamic extensions to the classic
SOM algorithm, there exist two principal approaches: hierarchical
and non-stationary, as well as hybrids of these two. Many of these
structures have foundations in various stationary methods
including the SOM itself (see Figure 2), Competitive Learning
(CL) [6], [7], Neural Gas (NG) [8], or the Hierarchical Feature Map
(HFM) [9]. Although they form a basis for many of the dynamic
architectures highlighted in this section (see Figure 3), stationary
models of themselves are limited as SOM is, in terms of the
number of possible classes being constrained at run-time. Never-
theless, they serve as important precursors to the following.

A. Hierarchical Architectures
This class of approaches attempts to foster the extraction of
hierarchical relationships: groupings based on differing levels of
granularity within the data to be clustered.

Such models are based on principles similar to the HFM,
wherein a pyramidal hierarchy of SOM’s are trained in a top-
down manner. Each unit in the SOM of an upper layer is con-
nected to its own SOM map in a lower layer, where the data
space for training lower level maps results from individual por-
tions of the original data space, as partitioned by higher level
SOM’s. An appropriate choice of network parameters that can

handle different datasets remains elusive, thus any classification
is inherently bound to the network structure rather than the
underlying data distribution.

In the Growing Hierarchical SOM (GHSOM) [10]–[12], an
initial SOM is grown until a map-quality criterion is satisfied,
after which SOM’s are branched according to quality measures
achieved at higher levels, where the process is continued.
Growth thus proceeds in a layered fashion.

Efficient computation is achieved when utilizing relatively
smaller maps in upper levels of the hierarchy (where training
data is large), and larger maps in lower levels of the hierarchy.
This allows for finer resolution of detail in the more confined
regions of the original data space. Such approaches have been
used for such tasks as the mining and archiving of text docu-
ments, where small maps in higher levels of the hierarchy form
reference to course grain topics, while lower level maps more
readily specialize [13]. 

The Tree Structured SOM [14] offers a computational boost
by building a hierarchy for efficient fast-winner search. Similar
principles are adopted in the Evolving Tree algorithm [15],
wherein the frequency with which a given node is fired accu-
mulates, acting as an indicator for subdivision of the network.
Subdivision is thus controlled by a threshold, which decays
during time to hinder the growth of the tree according to a
fixed regularization parameter. New nodes (a predefined num-
ber) then form children of the original winner, which is subse-
quently retired from competition, retaining its memory for use
in a top-down search for future winning nodes.

FIGURE 2 Classic stationary competitive learning architectures: 
(a) Kohonen’s SOM; (b) neural gas; (c) hierarchical feature map.
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One of the problems with these approaches, however, is
that nodes from differing branches (lower in the hierarchy),
may in fact move closer to one another during later iterations.
In doing so, higher resolution clusters that are initially targeted
may lead to errors in matching winners with the current input.
One option is to subdivide the input space along with the tree
network. This would resolve the search dilemma; however,
errors in course segmentations at higher levels of the hierarchy
may result in parts of natural clusters in the data at higher reso-
lutions being disassociated from one another within the hierar-
chy. Clearly such approaches need a mechanism to redistribute
data (and/or nodes) among sub-trees within the overall hierar-
chy as needed.

B. Non-Stationary Architectures
The well-known Neural Gas mechanism has spawned a
family of dynamic network variants: Growing Cell Structures
(GCS) [16], Growing Grid (GG) [17] and Growing Neural
Gas (GNG) [18]. Each of these algorithms follow a subdivi-
sion strategy based upon the consideration of accumulated
error measures and are evaluated at regular intervals during
network evolution. 

Topological information is simultaneously captured
through a Competitive Hebbian Learning (CHL) mechanism. In
this process, the Hebbian principle of associative memory has
been taken a step further than described in Section I.B. In [19],

strength of association is also utilized for the dynamic adapta-
tion of neighborhoods themselves. This process uses an edge
formation, ageing and removal scheme to emulate the
strengthening and decay of node associations, resulting in the
discovery of the underlying topology of data. This topology
can then be exploited along with accumulated error informa-
tion for the selective insertion of new nodes into the network.
Existing nodes possessing the highest accumulation of error at
the time of evaluation are split until a maximum error criterion
is satisfied by all nodes within the network. GNG also may
implement a strategy to drop nodes formed, should they ever
become completely disassociated (having no connection with
any other node).

Due to the online nature of measuring error statistics, these
methods simulate ‘average’ distortion error within each node,
by accumulating then redistributing error between the original
error prone nodes and their inserted ‘offspring.’ Error values
throughout the network are ‘relaxed,’ or decayed during time
to emphasize the accumulation of more recent errors as
opposed to those accumulated due to past network states. 

An alternative mechanism for deducing ‘average’ distortion
errors might be to incorporate the Conscience Learning mecha-
nism [20] as a relative measure of probability density (more akin
to an online measure of frequency with which a neuron wins
competition in the network). In addition, conscience learning
may yield a better estimate of candidates for node removal than
edge information alone (particularly in GNG variants).

Error-based mechanisms for partitioning the input data
space seem more intuitive than those based on density alone, as
some consideration of the similarity among data points associat-
ed with a given node directly impacts the formation of new
cluster prototypes. By inserting nodes to reduce such error, the
network naturally works to reduce the mean square error
among cluster prototypes and the original data. This process
can be allowed to continue unchecked of course, causing
unlimited growth of the network—limited in size only by the
original data space itself. Such growth is obviously undesired,
thus the relaxation of error statistics serves a secondary pur-
pose—that of hindering the growth of the network. 

When considering error alone as a trigger for node inser-
tion, there is the implication that desired clusters are of a simi-
lar size (i.e., degree of similarity). To an extent, similar density
is also implied, as error is evaluated as an accumulation. In
other words, it is anticipated that different groupings of data
within some feature space, group to the same degree of simi-
larity. For many applications this may be a valid assumption to
make, for others it may not (e.g., locating two spatial Gaussian
distributions of differing standard deviation). 

Error-driven processes may also lead to the premature
assignment of dead nodes (nodes that become trapped in low
density regions such as outliers or noise), as a blind insertion
mechanism attempts to force a node between two existing
nodes with significant error. This problem is alleviated some-
what by restricting the insertion such that it only occurs
between connected nodes of high error, under the assumption

FIGURE 3 Dynamic competitive learning architectures: (a) GHSOM;
(b) Evolving Tree; (c) GNG; (d) DASH.
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that connections only form when some underlying density has
been detected in the region between the nodes. 

It is anticipated that nodes inserted in this manner will
‘track’ back to regions of higher density in due course, as a
result of Kohonen learning. The ability of a node to be pulled
out of local minima, however, becomes more difficult as the
network grows and more nodes compete for dense regions of
the data space. In GNG and its variants, the distortion resulting
from the proliferation of dead nodes is very sensitive to the
regularity (some interval of iterations: λ) with which the net-
work is evaluated and node insertion enforced.

Error-driven methods also do not necessarily work to cap-
ture global topology at all levels of network evolution but
rather unfold or unravel through the data space to approach a
more global description of the topology. Thus, little to no
hierarchical information eventuates.

One hybrid mechanism that has been proposed that
attempts to blend hierarchical information of GHSOM with
dynamic growth properties of GNG is the Dynamic Adaptive
Self-Organizing Hybrid (DASH) model [21]. With non-station-
ary properties of GNG, this model features some level of toler-
ance to maintaining hierarchical relationships, yet is able to
adjust to new information while forgetting old information
that has become irrelevant. In this model, layers of GNG’s are
essentially formed; however, within each, traditional limita-
tions of the GNG are still evident.

In the remainder of this article, the Self Organizing Tree Map
(SOTM) [22] and models arising thereof is explored. In principle,
SOTM would typically be grouped in the non-stationary family;
however, it grows and encodes hierarchical information natural-
ly, thus can be considered as belonging to both.

III. The Self-Organizing Tree Map (SOTM)
The SOTM was first proposed in 1995 [22] and later developed
[23], [24]. In the basic SOTM process, Competitive Learning is
implemented just as in the SOM; however, the structure of the
network is dynamic and is grown from a single node. In many
ways, the SOTM process draws inspiration from
Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) applied to an
SOM-type framework.

In ART [25]–[27], the network has an outer
layer that is capable of storing a certain capacity of
prototypes (output layer). With each input, com-
petitive learning locates the nearest prototype in the
outer layer, and a test is performed to establish how
similar the input is to the existing prototype(s). This
test is known as a vigilance test. If the input is with-
in a tolerance of the winning prototype, then reso-
nance is said to occur, resulting in the refinement of
the winning prototype. Otherwise, while there is
still capacity, a new prototype is formed.

Node or prototype insertion in the SOTM is
driven by a top-down process that effectively
explores the data space from the outside-in. An
ellipsoid of significant similarity [28] forms a global

vigilance threshold H(t) that is used to evaluate the proximity of
each new input sample against the closest existing prototype
(winning node) currently in the network. A hard decision is
made: if the input is distant from the winner beyond the thresh-
old, a new prototype is spawned as a child node to the current
winner, and the process continues with the next input. Other-
wise, the input is deemed significantly similar and the winner is
updated toward the input. This insertion process is shown in
Figure 16(a) (see [28] for a more detailed treatment).

It is through this dynamic vigilance function, Kohonen
style adaptation and topological connections, that the SOTM
may be distinguished from ART-based models. In fact, this
vigilance can be thought of as a form of hierarchical control [22],
as it evaluates proximity at decreasing levels during time. In
effect, this works to form a hierarchical partitioning of the
data. The hierarchical approach naturally attempts to maximize
discrimination across the entire data space in early phases of dis-
covery before considering finer differences in the data.

Error-driven mechanisms such as GNG, GCS and GG do
not necessarily achieve this, as they unfold outward—expand-
ing across the data space. As such, if the network was to exhibit
a limited capacity for prototypes (i.e., be limited in the number
of classes it uses), it is quite possible that nodes generated may
not form a representation that adequately spans the data.

Due to the relationship among new nodes and their parents
(winners at the time of generation), a tree structure naturally
evolves during SOTM growth. This may also operate as an
indicator of neighboring nodes, as they are generated according
to proximity, as differing levels of granularity are parsed. This
can be seen in Figures 4(a)-(b), which also show a comparison
of the clustering efficiencies between the SOTM and the SOM
on a two-dimensional feature space [23]. In these figures, the
input vectors are uniformly distributed within many rectangular
squares. The SOTM’s clustering performance in Figure 4(a)
shows that there are no neurons lying in a zero-density area. In
contrast, although the SOM’s topology exhibits the distribution
of the structured input vectors, it also introduces several false

FIGURE 4 Self-organizing data clustering: (a) performed by SOTM, no nodes converge
to join the areas of zero data density; (b) performed by SOM, nodes converge to areas
of zero data density.

(a) (b)
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representations outside of the distribution of the input space, as
shown in Figure 4(b).

As indicated by this example, the SOTM realizes the learn-
ing such that its connections organize to form a suitable, effi-
cient network structure. This property is necessary for a
high-dimensional input space with a sparse data structure,
where it is important to prioritize the spanning of data in the
current application, so as to classify image relevancy.

IV. Application of SOTM to Image Retrieval
The goal of image retrieval is to find, from a large image
database, a set of images whose contents are similar to a
given query. Each image in the database is considered as a
vector point in the feature space that characterizes its color,
shape, and texture information. A similarity function such
as Euclidean distance is applied to measure similarity
among vectors.

In order to reduce the gap between low-level features used
for image indexing and the high-level concepts used by users,
relevance feedback-based machine learning techniques were
introduced [29], [33]. In these techniques, a user provides ini-
tial query and trains (supervises) a search engine on what is
regarded as relevant images through relevance feedback learn-
ing. The search engine is considered as a supervised learning
unit that adapts itself according to user feedback.

There are two problems, however, associated with this
learning approach. First, the system requires a high degree of
user workload in providing feedback samples through many
cycles of relevance feedback before convergence. Second, the
possible human subjective error is introduced when users pro-
vide relevance judgment to retrieved images.

In view of the above problems, SOTM was applied to
minimize user workload by implementing automatic relevance
feedback process [30], [31]. User interaction is replaced by
SOTM (see Figure 5), which guides the adaptation of rele-
vance feedback module.

This implementation can run in automatic mode as well as
semiautomatic mode, thereby allowing the system to capture dif-
ferent levels of subjectivity among users. Figure 6 shows a com-
parison of performance between human-controlled relevance
feedback and SOTM-based automatic relevance feedback [31].

Two important observations are: the retrieval performance
is significantly improved as a function of feedback iterations;
and the semiautomatic learning method reduces the amount of
user feedback required for convergence as compared to
human-controlled relevant feedback method.

One major advantage of the SOTM over classical unsuper-
vised learning methods, such as SOM and K-mean algorithms,
is its ability to work well with sparsely distributed data [23].
SOTM is chosen in the current application, as the problems in
image retrieval have different characteristics than other applica-
tions of data classification. First, the training data set, required
by relevance feedback learning algorithms, is very small, e.g., a
few to ten samples. Also, the feature space is of a very high
dimension consisting of a combination of color, shape, and
texture features. These tend to form sparsely distributed data.

Second, a problem is caused by an unbalanced data distribu-
tion between relevant and non-relevant samples in the training
set. It is expected that, after the first iteration of relevance feed-
back, the relevant items are retrieved more than non-relevant
items, and thus, the majority of relevant items will introduce an
unbalanced space to the resulting clusters. To solve this prob-
lem, the SOTM allows for a focus and maximization of dis-
crimination within sub-regions of the (unbalanced) training
data via competition among its hierarchically-discovered nodes.
This efficient allocation and breakdown of class relationships
minimizes classification errors as compared to that achieved
through SOM, GNG or similar, which unfold across data
space, often leading to distortion within sparse interstices.

Early implementations of SOTM for automatic relevance
feedback were focused on compressed-domain processing [30],
[31]. Due to a high volume of compressed data in databases, it

FIGURE 5 Machine-controlled relevance feedback system using SOTM.

FIGURE 6 A comparison of retrieval performance at convergence,
between the semiautomatic and HCI-CBR (human-controlled interac-
tive content-based retrieval) methods. The database used is Brodatz
texture database. The results were averaged over 116 queries.
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was proposed to extract image descriptions directly from com-
pressed images (via wavelet or DCT transformations) to avoid
complexity of decompression. 

These descriptors are employed for fast processing in
retrieval. The time-consuming decompression step is only
applied to the retrieved images (i.e., training samples). Then a
feature extraction process in the spatial domain is applied to
obtain image descriptors of higher quality for relevant classifi-
cation via SOTM.

Incorporating knowledge to decide image relevancy is
indeed important to increase retrieval performance in auto-
matic relevance feedback mechanism. This suggests that the
quality of low-level descriptions used in describing image
content need some injection of knowledge to achieve a bet-
ter weighting scheme for discrimination in SOTM-based
relevance classification [32]. Region of interest (ROI) is a
form of basic knowledge in the domain of photograph col-
lection. An ROI is assumed to be an area around the center
focus of a camera in photography. The features extracted
within the ROI provide better discrimination ability to the
self-organizing network.

V. The DSOTM for Enhanced Automation 
in Content-Based Image Retrieval
The main focus of this section is to provide an enhanced
methodology for reducing the gap between low-level descrip-
tors and high-level concepts (i.e., semantics), such that a CBIR
system can achieve further improved performance while in
automatic retrieval mode. A genetic algorithm (GA) based
approach is used in conjunction with a recent addition to the
SOTM family, the Directed Self-Organizing Tree Map
(DSOTM). The resulting framework is referred to as GA-based
CBIR (GA-CBIR), and aims to generalize image retrieval
application to real-life photos stored in more generic digital
archives. GA-CBIR mimics the human-feedback mechanism
proposed in the previous section, by automatically adapting the
search process according to what the system evolves to believe
is significant content within the query. In this engine, DSOTM
is a major component of the GA analysis as it closely works
with traditional GA operators to achieve a more
robust perceptual classification—one that is more
in tune with the apparent discriminative charac-
teristics observed in an image by a human user. 

A. The Directed Self-Organizing 
Tree Map (DSOTM)
The SOTM algorithm not only extracts global
intuition from an input pattern space but also
injects some degree of localization into the dis-
criminative process such that maximal discrimi-
nation becomes a priority at any given
resolution (or number of classes). Also, the abili-
ty of SOTM to span and force division in the
extremes of the data in the early stages, delaying
division of most similar aspects until later stages

of learning, makes it essentially sensitive to the most domi-
nant differences in the data and, thus, less prone to classifica-
tion errors and more attractive to the retrieval applications.
Even though the current algorithm of SOTM is proven to be
effective in minimizing the user workload, it suffers two
major problems: it unsuitably decides on the relevant number
of classes in a relevancy identification task; and often loses
track of the true query position. 

In attempts described in the previous section, the decision
on which clusters are relevant in the SOTM is postponed
until after the algorithm has converged. This is because there
is no innate controlling process available for the algorithm to
influence cluster generation around the query center (the
SOTM clusters entirely independent). Losing a sense of query
location within the input space can have an undesired effect
on the true structure of the relevant class and can force the
SOTM algorithm to spawn new clusters and form unnecessary
boundaries within the query class as is illustrated in Figure 7.
Therefore, retaining some degree of supervision to prevent
unnecessary boundaries from forming around the query class
seems to be vital.

Due to above limitations, a new member of SOTM fam-
ily, the Directed SOTM (DSOTM) has been proposed. The
DSOTM algorithm not only provides a partial supervision
on cluster generation by forcing divisions away from the
query class but also makes a gradual decision on resem-
blance of the input patterns by constantly modifying each
sample’s membership during the learning phase of the algo-
rithm. As a result, a more robust topology with respect to
the query, as well as a better sense of likeness, can be
achieved (Figure 8) [34]. 

On the other hand, DSOTM relies on the query position
as the a-priori center of the relevant class and updates mem-
berships according to this knowledge. Having said that, the
synaptic vector adjustments in the DSOTM are not just lim-
ited to the winning node; the algorithm also constantly
modifies all the centers according to the query position.
Alternatively, if the winning center is not the query center,
vector adjustments will affect both the winning node and

FIGURE 7 2-D mapping: (a) Input pattern with five distinct clusters, (b) 14 generated
centers using SOTM, and (c) five generated centers using DSOTM. The SOTM forms a
boundary near the query (triangle) contaminating relevant samples, where as some
supervision is maintained in the DSOTM case, preventing unnecessary boundaries
from forming.

(a) (b) (c)
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the relevant center’s position by moving the winning node
(center of the irrelevant class) more toward the irrelevant
samples and moving the relevant center more toward the
query center. Thus, as more samples are exposed to the net-
work, the DSOTM algorithm will learn less from irrelevant
samples and more from the relevant ones by maintaining the
integrity of a relevant center near the original query posi-
tion. This action helps to foster a sense of generalization in

the query class across feature subtleties that may objectively
be deemed as discriminative by an independently operating
SOTM. The DSOTM desensitizes partitioning in the region
of a query.

B. Genetic Algorithm (GA)
The Genetic Algorithm is one of the most commonly used opti-
mization techniques among a set of evolutionary computational
algorithms and is inspired by Darwin’s theory of evolution:

Individuals having advantageous variations are more likely to sur-
vive and reproduce than those without the advantageous variations.

The formal idea of the algorithm was developed by John
Holland in the late 1960s and early 1970s and continued by
Goldberg in the late 1980s [35]. The basic concept of the
algorithm is to model Darwin’s evolutionary process where a
population of potential solutions competes with each other for
survival based on their inherent behavior. These potential
solutions are usually encoded as strings called chromosomes,
and each chromosome is associated with a fitness value that
indicates its optimality with respect to the current optimiza-
tion criterion. The fitness value of a solution will affect its
probability of being selected for further evolution. Typically,
chromosomes are binary strings of a fixed length, but other
forms of strings are also used to encode the chromosomes. In
this work, we use a base-10 representation of chromosomes.
The goal of the evolutionary process is to generate new can-
didate solutions using the genetic operators: Selection,
Crossover, and Mutation [36]–[39].

1. Selection
A Roulette Wheel Selection method is used to select chromo-
somes for reproduction in proportion to their score as indicat-
ed by a fitness function. Roulette Wheel is a probabilistic
selection method, a technique in which a chromosome with
higher fitness score in the population has a better chance to be
selected for reproduction since it occupies a bigger slot on the
Roulette Wheel (see Figure 9).

2. Reproduction
Crossover and Mutation are used to generate and manipulate a
diverse number of individuals in the current population by
allowing candidate solutions with higher fitness values a better
chance to act as parents to generate offspring. In this way, they
can pass desired traits of their own to the next generation. At
the same time, they are able to evolve further themselves, to
become even better solutions.

3. Crossover
Crossover is the main reproduction operator to generate new
individuals in GA. The main idea of this operation is to com-
bine segments of chromosomes of selected parents to form a
new individual, which is similar to crossover process in genet-
ics as is illustrated in Figure 10. Through this process, a new

FIGURE 8 DSOTM classification in a two-dimensional feature space.
(a)–(f) Each figure illustrates the current situation of the map, posi-
tion of the query (triangle), state of the threshold (ellipsoid), and
adaptation of the old centers as new nodes are generated. (f) Final
state of the map.

(a) (b)

(d)(c)

(f)(e)

FIGURE 9 Probabilistic selection mechanism provided by GA roulette
wheel.
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individual can inherit useful characteristics
from its parents, which eventually leads to
a higher fitness value.

4. Mutation
Changing the value of a gene in a ran-
domly chosen position along a chromo-
some generated from Crossover is
called mutation. Generally, mutation is
regarded as a supplemental reproduction operator in GA,
and the mutation probability is usually set to be very small.
Therefore, the new selected individuals by mutation are not
much different than their original parents (Figure 10).

C. Genetic Algorithm & Automatic CBIR System (GA-CBIR)
The block diagram of the proposed GA-CBIR is illustrated in
Figure 11. Since DSOTM seeks to provide a better judgment
about resemblance of input samples to one another and since
GA aims to select and reproduce a better fit population of can-
didate solutions, this DSOTM-GA combination can effortlessly
replace the relevance feedback learning process to achieve a
fully automated retrieval engine. The GA thus attempts to
mimic human attention by working and coordinating the
search subjectively, feeding and evaluating results from the more
objective DSOTM. This is possible by highlighting dominant
characteristics of images through the principle of feature weight
detection. Such a detection mechanism seeks to emphasize cer-
tain characteristics in an image (i.e., its color, texture, and/or
shape) that might provide significant information to the
DSOTM for a more robust classification. Assigning proper
weights for individual features can significantly increase perfor-
mance behavior of CBIR systems, reducing the need for
human supervision.

In this work, a number of experiments were conducted to
compare behaviors of the automatic CBIR and GA-CBIR
engines using SOTM and DSOTM clustering algorithms.

Simulations were carried out using a subset of the Corel
image database consisting of nearly 5100 JPEG color images,
covering a wide range of real-life photos from 51 different cat-

egories. Each category consisted of 100 visually-associated
objects to simplify the measurements of the retrieval accuracy
during the experiments. Three sets of 51 images were drawn
from the database. In sets A and B, images were randomly
selected from the entire set without regard for class; whereas in
set C, images were randomly selected such that no two images
were from the same class. Retrieval results were statistically
calculated from each of the three sets. In the simulations, a
total of 16 most relevant images were retrieved to evaluate the
performance of the retrieval. The experimental results are illus-
trated in Table 1. 

DSOTM outperforms the SOTM in both CBIR and GA-
CBIR systems. Effectiveness of using genetic-based algorithm
in the structure of CBIR systems is also evident in the follow-
ing results. Figure 12 provides a vivid illustration of the 
GA-CBIR interface with the query image (house) on the top-
left corner of each figure. The top figure represents the
retrieval of the query using one iteration of DSOTM. All fea-
ture vectors are equally weighted to have a uniform contribu-
tion to the DSOTM classification. 

Even though a retrieval rate of 62.5% for this particular
query is achieved, this rate can be improved to 100% using
the GA-CBIR engine (with respect to the capacity of
retrieved results presented to the user). The bottom figure
represents the retrieval of a similar query after the process of
GA feature weight detection. As expected, the GA opera-
tion appears to identify the features important in aiding
what humans appear to attentively discriminate over, by
detecting high weights to emphasize both texture and shape
features with five-digit precision as opposed to the color

FIGURE 10 Genetic operators: (a) one-point crossover operation and
(b) gene mutation operation. FIGURE 11 Genetic algorithm-based CBIR.
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Image
Database

Retrieval
ResultsSearch

Unit
Feature

ExtractionQuery

Genetic
Algorithm

Detected
Weights

Query/Metric
Adaptation

QUERY SETS CBIR WITH CBIR WITH GA-CBIR GA-CBIR WITH 
SOTM DSOTM WITH SOTM DSOTM

A 47.5% 58.0% 66.8% 78.3%
B 47.4% 59.6% 72.1% 76.7%
C 51.0% 56.8% 74.4% 80.5%
Ave. 48.6% 58.1% 71.1% 78.5%

TABLE 1 Experimental results in terms of RR.
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features, which have a moderate contribution to the
DSOTM classification.

VI. SOTM-Cluster Modeling
for Microbiological Image Analysis
Microscopy has long been considered an essential investigative
tool in the biological sciences. Recent advances in confocal modal-
ities, in particular, have allowed for the non-invasive capture of
spatially registered 3-D information regarding the physical and
chemical structure of complex microbiological environments.
With possibilities for new insights, interest is shifting from how
to collect the pretty picture toward the more significant issue of
how to adequately quantify this information for more systemat-
ic visualization, characterization and modeling. 

In such scenarios, any form of evaluation would typically

be guided by an expert. Analysis often proceeds with an initial
segmentation, wherein the expert attempts to identify mean-
ingful biomass he/she wishes to analyze. Such steps become
quite prohibitive if dealing with large 3-D volumes of data. In
addition, they are rarely reproducible, particularly if evaluating
data sets are highly heterogeneous (a common feature of bio-
logical image data). As such, an unacceptable level of subjectiv-
ity is introduced into the analysis.

In biofilm research, for example, unsupervised approaches
based on SOTM technology [24], [28] have been used to
automatically formulate topologically-structured maps of dom-
inant voxel patterns exhibited in collected 3-D image datasets.
The maps then serve as a backbone description of the data
from which associated constituents may be extracted for fur-
ther evaluation. 

The advantage of having a topological breakdown based on
the SOTM in this application is twofold. First, the SOTM in
hierarchically parsing the dataset allocates prototypes to priori-
tize maximal discrimination in the data. Second, discovery of
inter-relationships among classes that form can be utilized for
automating visualization and in higher level characterization of
heterogeneous data. A system diagram is shown in Figure 13.

A. Visualization
As a visualization example, a volume rendering of a dataset
could use the associations among classes to establish how to
assign transparencies and color schemes to enhance or focus
visualization on particular regions (or constituents) of interest.

Figure 14 shows two such examples. The first is in the
extraction of orchid root tip chromosomes from a confocal
stack captured using a phase-contrast modality. The modality,
known as Nomarski Differential Interference Contrast
(DIC)_[40], is necessary as the chromosomes are translucent in
their natural state. Often, such methods yield subtleties in

FIGURE 13 Systematic approach to microbiological image analysis.
SOTM forms a cluster model, which acts as a backbone for visualisa-
tion and characterization tasks.
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FIGURE 12 Screenshot of the GA-CBIR Engine: (a) 62.5% retrieval rate
for the query image (on top-left corner) using DSOTM classifier without
GA feature weight detection; and (b) 100% retrieval rate for the same
query using GA feature weight detection and DSOTM classifier.

(a)
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structural variation that cannot be detected with an epi-fluo-
rescent modality (which on the other hand, might be capable
of targeting a specific molecular constituent). In the current
treatment, visualization of the chromosomes is achieved
through segmentation with the SOTM. This is an extension of
research presented in [41], where an SOM methodology was
adopted. In the SOTM case, the transition into a volume visu-
alization framework is more natural, as topological associations
provide a more suitable associative backbone through which
opacities of extracted microstructure types may be more readi-
ly controlled. In this instance, two dominant voxel prototypes
within the chromosome are isolated and emphasized with
imposed color contrast. Figure 14(a) shows a sample chromo-
some slice and the resulting volume-rendered dataset. 

A second visualization example can be seen in an applica-
tion to a biofilm sample that has grown on a filter mem-
brane. Such biofilm communities present a problem in water
treatment systems, as they eventually foul the membrane on
which they grow. 

Biofilm are essentially aggregations of complex bacterial
communities with organic and non-organic materials that

adhere to a substrate or form as floc, suspended in aqueous
environments [42]. They are of major interest in environmental
and medical industries due to their inherent resilience to envi-
ronmental stresses. They remain the major cause of about 80%
of infection in humans. Alternatively, in water treatment, the
ability to control and predict their growth can be exploited to
assist in the extraction of pollutants and toxins.

In Figure 14(b), the dataset is multi-channelled, and repre-
sents the collection of spatially-registered responses to three
fluorescent markers, each targeting a specific DNA compo-
nent. The goal was to utilize the discriminative and adaptive
power of the SOTM to extract dominant mixtures (voxel pat-
terns) to formulate a model of the bacterial communities exist-
ing on the membrane and the membrane itself. The result was
the automatic extraction of the biofilm constituents. The
membrane has been rendered semi-transparent for context.
These images were rendered using AmiraDev 1.3 software
[43]. Traditionally, to achieve such segmentation requires

FIGURE 15 SOTM segmentations of biofilm: (a),(b) two slices of
biofilm. Segmentations of (b): (c) K-means and (d) Otsu’s threshold;
(e) SOTM; and (f) SOTM with dynamic feature weighting during
learning. The final two cases show increased structural resolution and
association in a manner that appears more perceptually relevant.

(a) (b)

(d)(c)

(f)(e)

FIGURE 14 SOTM segmentation for volume visualisation.  Chromo-
some visualisation: (a) original slice 9/18, (c) and (e) segmented and
volume-rendered. Biofouling segmentation: (b) original slice, (d) ren-
dering of three channels artificially colored, and (f) segmented
biofilm layer—bacterial communities isolated from filter membrane
and one another; filter membrane semi-transparent for context.

(a) (b)

(d)(c)

(f)(e)
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much user effort in the manual adjustment of thresholds, pixel
selection, etc.—within the framework of the program. 

B. Characterization and Analysis
In another example, the problem of user-driven subjectivity
for characterization is highlighted. Consider two slices 
from different fields of view within a biofloc specimen 
(Figure 15 (a), (b)). Visually, they appear quite different;
however, there are aspects that are similar; for instance, the
localized clusters of bacteria nodules forming in surrounding
fine grain material.

Typically, characterization processes would involve some
course grain thresholding, or automated thresholding such as
the use of Otsu’s method [44] or ICM [45]. Such methods
form a precursor to characterization software such as ISA
[46]—an industry standard product for quantifying biofilm.
In cases such as Biofloc, the bio-mass present is of a highly
heterogeneous nature, thus much potentially important
information about characterizing the state of the biofilm/floc
is lost. This is indicated in Figure 15(d), where Otsu’s
threshold cannot discriminate between internal constituents
from Figure 15(b).

The well-known K-Means algorithm was used in 
Figure 15(c), initialized with the same number of classes as dis-
covered by the SOTM result in Figure 15(e). In this case,
proximity features were incorporated in the feature extraction
phase. The SOTM demonstrates a highly efficient allocation of
classes to foreground Biomass. It represents a much more per-
ceptually relevant decomposition of the original image slice of

Figure 15(b) than was achieved with K-Means. Its growth in
this case was limited by imposing a data-dependent lower limit
on the hierarchical control function. Interestingly, relationships
associating nearby particles of similar content have also been
isolated by the SOTM. This hierarchical grouping is evident
somewhat in the two clustered sets of bacterial nodules form-
ing two major spatial groupings seen in Figure 15(e). 

The final image, Figure 15(f), shows an additional experimen-
tal result that implements a dynamic feature weighting strategy in
the process of learning. Essentially, proximity features were
favored early during learning, and signal features were favored
later. The flexibility of the SOTM tree structure allowed for an
easy shift in allocation across these two feature subspaces. In fact,
along with the hierarchical parsing, this worked to resolve even
more structural subtleties as discrimination was maximized at all
levels of evolution. This was also suggestive of a possible joint
mechanism that might be at play when the natural process of seg-
mentation of unknown visual content takes place in the human
visual system. At any rate, the hierarchical discriminative property
embedded into the SOTM process of self-organization does pre-
sent some interesting perceptual abilities.

Final groupings formulated in the SOTM network and its
structure may be exploited for inferring higher level proper-
ties, thus leading to more pure characterization potential
within such architectures. In considering datasets collected
from sets of similar biofilm sub-samples, identifying characteris-
tics could in fact manifest in the associations formed by the
network. Such characteristics could also then be correlated
with other biological measurements taken outside the scope of
imaging. This could lead to improved models of such biologi-
cal systems, which in turn promotes understanding of behav-
ior, management and control.

VII. Local Variance Driven Self-Organization:
Toward the Generation of Forests from Trees
A novel unsupervised architecture known as the Self-
Organizing Hierarchical Variance Map (SOHVM) has recently
been proposed [47], and is also rooted in the principles of the
SOTM. This model differs from the SOTM process in that it
utilizes an intelligent vigilance strategy based on the underlying
data distribution as it is discovered, rather than a globally
decaying hierarchical function.

In addition to SOTM-based parent/children relationships,
CHL is incorporated into the SOHVM’s adaptive mechanism.
The methodology thus shares properties common to GNG
variants in that, as it partitions the input space divisively, a
topological preserving set of associative connections among
nodes is simultaneously constructed. In doing so, it is also pos-
sible for regions of the data space to disassociate at lower hier-
archical levels. In this sense, the model begins with the growth
of trees but may expand at later phases into forests of trees encod-
ing even higher levels of association.

Each neuron in the network consists of a dual memory ele-
ment that tracks information regarding a discovered prototype.
In addition to center position (as is the case with most other

FIGURE 16 A comparison of the decision regions used for node gen-
eration in an SOTM versus an SOHVM. The latter attempts to new
insert nodes (open circles) at the extremities of the data described by
a winning node (closed circle) [wk∗ denotes the winning center, and
its eigenvalue/vector pair describe local variance properties and is
denoted by (λk∗, qk∗)]. X’s are invalid sites for node insertion.

Valid Region for
Node Insertion

H(t1)
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self-organizing frameworks), Hebbian-based Maximum Eigen-
filters (HME) [48], simultaneously estimate the maximal vari-
ance of local data. Such units present an additional realization
of the Hebbian postulate of learning (Section I) and essentially
probe online the nature of the covariance in the data within
the vicinity of any given node. The HME module embedded
in each node provides for local orientation selectivity of the under-
lying data, as the HME extracts the maximal eigenvector/
eigenvalue pair from the locally surveyed data.

Vigilance is now assessed via interplay among local variances
extracted such that more informed decisions control and natu-
rally limit network growth. Figure 16 shows a comparison
between the decision regions that result in the insertion of a
new node in the SOTM versus the SOHVM. The hierarchical
threshold begins as in the SOTM (very large), yet as nodes are
inserted, regions of the data are isolated, thus their local vari-
ances are generally reduced. The hierarchical threshold decays
in accordance with the variances discovered in the network.
This continues as long as reasonable clusters are extracted. In

regions where the hierarchical function falls below the local
variance, the node is disabled, such that it can no longer act as a
site for the spawning of new children. This limits over-fitting.

Once the dense regions have been exposed, the network
attempts to insert nodes into outlier or noise positions from
which it is difficult to track back due to increased competition
across the data space. In the SOHVM, however, the discovery
of such an outlier (typified by high local variance and low
probability) also drives the local variance high, disabling the
node. Ultimately, the SOHVM intelligently decides when to
cease growing, thereby addressing one of the most difficult
problems in unsupervised clustering—inferring an appropriate
number of clusters in which to partition the data.

Figure 17 gives an indication of how the network 
unfolds over a sample data space (in comparison to GNG). In 
Figure 18(b), complete disassociation occurs between the
upper left and lower right portions of the data, thus producing
multiple trees (a forest of trees) encoding even higher levels of
association. In the noisy example of Figure 18(d), an outlier
has helped to shut down the production of nodes, thus natu-
rally limiting the final configuration.

VIII. Closing Remarks
Complex tasks in multimedia processing that normally
require extensive human interaction or guidance become
prohibitive when there are overwhelming volumes of data

FIGURE 17 (a) GNG evolves onto data space, but splits prematurely
well before capturing all cluster positions. Classification thus subdi-
vides clusters. (b) SOHVM maximally spans the data space through
hierarchical partitioning; this property is localized through the HME
units (lines show axis for orientation selectivity). Network infers more
accurate number of total clusters.

FIGURE 18 Sample clustering on 2-D datasets using variously sized,
spaced and density clusters. (a)–(c): In (b), two trees form (forest) as
the content in the lower region becomes disassociated from the con-
tent in the top, representing an even higher level of association. (d)
shows data from Figure 17, with noise; outlier triggers stop. Connec-
tions among nodes represent final associations.

(a) (b)

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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that need to be processed. In most, a certain amount of per-
ception is required to successfully complete them (a highly
non-linear challenge). Artificial neural networks based on
self-organization are particularly suited to modeling such
nonlinearities, thus they have generated much research inter-
est. Dynamically growing models of self-organization attempt
to address the problem of inferring an appropriate number of
classes from the underlying data distribution, and thus, exhib-
it greater flexibility than static approaches. In this discussion,
the SOTM family of architectures is demonstrated for their
propensity in formulating a topological set of classes that
attempt to maximize pattern discrimination while hierarchi-
cally parsing an underlying distribution. The SOTM along
with newer variants (DSOTM and SOHVM) have been pro-
posed and applied with success to automatic content-based
image retrieval, and to the segmentation and analysis of 3-D
microbiological image data. In these examples, SOTM vari-
ants prove to be an imperative component in the automation
of perceptually-driven tasks. With the growing demand for
such automation by many of today’s advanced multimedia
applications, dynamic self-organization seems well-poised to
leave its mark.
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